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An email sent by Sony Nordic to newsletter subscribers appears to have let the preverbal cat out of the bag — the a7S III will get Sony’s S-Cinetone color profile in a version 2.00 update. We've added our studio test scene and video stills widget to our Sony a7S III initial review. This lets you compare its resolution capture and its low-light
performance.Chris and Jordan from DPReview TV have been handing out their 'best and worst' camera awards since 2013, with the 2020 awards announced yesterday on YouTube. In this article, Jordan reviews the winners and provides more detail on why they were selected.It's the episode you've been waiting for all year! Chris and Jordan reveal
their picks for the best and worst camera gear of 2020 while playing their newest drinking game. What could go wrong?This year, despite the disruption, plenty of amazing cameras, lenses, accessories and other products came through our doors. Now, as the year winds down, we're highlighting some of our standout products of the year. Check out
the winners of the 2020 DPReview Awards!Page 2 Rolling shutter is impressive (sub 10ms) in all video modes Readout rate is a fraction too slow to allow 120, hence the need for a slight crop Sensor has a dual conversion gain design, switching over 4.66 EV above base ISO The a7S III takes a different approach to the one used in more stills-focused
generalist cameras: rather than taking advantage of a high pixel count sensor to give more detailed footage, the a7S III uses just a handful more than the bare minimum required to shoot 4K at all. The great advantage of this approach is that it has less data to read out. Which in turn means less risk of rolling shutter. We measured the camera in a
variety of modes, and the decision appears to pay off. Video mode Rolling shutter rate 4K 60p / 30p / 24p 8.7ms 4K 120p 7.7ms 4K Steady Shot Active(60p / 30p / 24P) 7.8ms It's worth noting that the rolling shutter rate for the full sensor width modes are a fraction short of the 8.3ms (1/120 sec) needed to shoot at 120 frames per second. This explains
why a crop is needed to deliver 4K/120p but also why that crop doesn't need to be too big. Sub 10ms rolling shutter rates are generally considered excellent and will only begin to show visibly skewed verticals with very fast moving subjects. We haven't yet tested rolling shutter for the camera's 16-bit Raw output mode. Sensors are able to read-out
faster if they are sampling the data at lower bit-depths, so there's the possibility that 16-bit mode will show more rolling shutter if the internal video modes are captured in 14-bit precision. We hope to check this week. Dual Gain As is common with modern large sensors cameras, the a7S III has a dual gain sensor. Sony doesn't draw attention to this,
either in its marketing or in the camera's interface but most of its large sensors dating back to the original a7S have had a dual gain design. As usual this means switching from the default, high dynamic range readout circuit in the pixel to a lower read noise (and lower DR) readout method for higher ISOs. Because the ISO rating of each camera mode
depends on the tone/gamma curve, the ISO value at which the switch is made depends on which Picture Profile you use. Our tests suggest the camera moves to its higher gain step 4.33EV above the base setting (the same amount above base the a7S and a7S II). Base ISO 2nd gain step Standard color(Picture Profile Off) ISO 80 ISO 1600 S-Log (2 or 3)
ISO 640 ISO 12,800 As with previous Sony models, the camera doesn't in any way acknowledge the switchover, but if you're working near the ISO where the camera changes modes, you might be better-off moving up to the higher gain, lower read-noise state. We are retrieving offers for your location, please refresh the page to see the prices.Page 3
Our test scene is designed to simulate a variety of textures, colors and detail types you'll encounter in the real world. It also has two illumination modes to see the effect of different lighting conditions. The color mode option on the a7S III have been re-named 'Creative Look' but the default 'Standard' mode still looks pretty similar to the color response
in previous Sony cameras. The change has been subtle with less magenta blues and both greens and yellows that look more like the Nikon response than that of the a7R IV. The addition of more magenta to the central pink target is the most significant difference and the biggest deviation from what otherwise appears to be a slight shift closer to the
well-liked color responses Canon and Nikon have settled on. Sony's processing tends to be very good at sharpening subtle detail without overwhelming it, which allows the a7S III's JPEGs to look similar to the downsized versions of its rivals' output. But even at this ~10MP view, the a7R IV image retains more fine detail. As ISO values climb, the a7S
III's slightly lower noise levels combined with its effective, context-sensitive noise reduction arguably yield the most pleasing results, though some color blotches are apparent in portions of the image. Viewing the Raw output at native size and it's obvious how far behind 12MP lags, even when compared with 20 and 24MP cameras, in terms of detail
capture. As theory would lead us to expect, the slight noise benefit to the a7S III's larger pixels exists in the very deep shadows, so only have any impact at very high ISOs. You need to be working at extremes for the slight shadow noise benefit over the Z6 II's 24MP sensor to appear, and even then the lower resolution of the a7S III is still visible.
Video stills Our video stills grabs make it possible to assess the resolution and sampling method used to capture it. It's as a video camera the a7S III's low pixel count offers a major benefit: few full-frame stills/video cameras this side of the Sony a1 can shoot 4K/60p from the full width of its sensor, and only the Sony pair currently capture 4K/120p
from such a large sensor area. The lower pixel count means it's capturing a touch less detail than the 24MP rivals, which oversample their 4K footage, but the a7S's processing means there's not much to call between the two. Of course it's much less detailed than the 2X oversampled footage from the Canon EOS R5 (4K from 8K capture), but that's
famously difficult to deliver for extended periods of time. The 120p footage isn't quite as detailed as the full-frame capture, but it's close enough to allow them to be intercut and still competitive against the output of similarly video-focused cameras. We are retrieving offers for your location, please refresh the page to see the prices. The Nikon D3500
is a 24 Megapixel entry-level DSLR with an APS-C CMOS sensor, that is cheaper, lighter, and has a longer battery life than the D3400 that it replaced. It was designed with the new photographer in mind and features a Guide Mode that will essentially teach you how to shoot in various situations. Key specifications: 24 megapixel APS-C CMOS sensor
EXPEED 4 image processor ISO range of 100-25600 11-point autofocus system through the optical viewfinder Shoots continuously at 5 frames per second Capable of 'Full HD' 1080/60p video Bluetooth for image transfer 921k-dot fixed LCD screen Battery rated for 1,550 shots per charge (CIPA) The D3500 is available with an MSRP of $499.95 with
the AF-P DX NIKKOR 18-55mm f/3.5-5.6G VR, and $849.95 with the 18-55mm and an AF-P DX NIKKOR 70-300mm f/4.5-6.3G ED. What is it? Out-of-camera JPEGNikon 18-55 F3.5-5.6 lens @ 23mm | ISO 400 | 1/125 sec | F5Photo by: Jeanette Moses It can be admittedly hard to get excited about entry-level DSLRs: they're bulky compared to mirrorless
cameras and can be somewhat limiting in some respects, but for beginners they are a great place to start. The Nikon D3400 that this camera replaces was always very good, and the 24 megapixel sensor inside the D3500 is still one of the best APS-C sensors around. This is a camera that a brand-new photographer can pick up and start making decent
pictures without a steep learning curve The D3500’s Guide Mode puts it into an 'easy-to-use' space in the market. This mode makes it easy to tell the camera what kind of scene you are trying to capture and essentially teaches you the basics of photography, such as shutter speed, aperture and exposure compensation along the way. This is a camera
that a brand new photographer can pick up and start making decent pictures without a steep learning curve. It’s not as simple as shooting with a smartphone, but the image quality is better than you'll get from your phone in a whole lot of situations: especially if you are shooting with a fast prime lens. The D3500 is also a great deal. You can pick this
one up with a lens for under $500, making it incredibly appealing for newbie photographers. Nikon's 35mm F1.8 DX lens is an excellent companion to the D3500. We spent time with the D3500 around Brooklyn with the standard 18-55mm f/3.5-5.6G VR kit lens and an additional 35mm f/1.8G DX Nikkor lens. What’s new? Although this is a very
compact DSLR, you'll never forget that it's hanging off your shoulder: DSLRs can only be so small. As a result of its form factor, though, the camera’s hand grip is still substantial and comfortable. The camera’s back buttons have been reorganized, so that everything sits on the right side of the camera within easy reach. Nikon omitted a 'Fn' button on
the back of the D3500 in an effort to keep the user operation simple. The D3500’s battery life has increased by thirty percent and has a CIPA rating of 1550 shots. That's a lot of photos, and these ratings much lower than you'll usually see in the real world. Expect to be able to get through nearly a week of casual shooting and image reviewing without
having to charge up. The biggest changes here are the inclusion of the Guide Mode menu, making it easy for entry level photographers to capture a variety of scenes. In ‘easy operation’ mode shooters can select options like ‘moving subjects’ and the camera will automatically adjust to this mode. ‘Advanced operation’ lets shooters refine settings like
shutter speed, aperture and ISO. What stands out about the camera? The D3500 is so compact and lightweight that, as someone who usually uses a higher-end body, it felt a little bit like shooting with a toy. It’s comfortable for a full day of shooting, but like most entry-level cameras, it has a body that feels like it could easily get dinged-up if you aren’t
careful. Of course the benefit is that its lightweight, making it easy to take everywhere, but there were situations where I found myself thinking twice about shooting with it. Its lightweight, making it easy to take everywhere The camera’s menu systems were easy enough to navigate for changing settings, but the layout of the camera’s back buttons
and dials left something to be desired. The grip itself is comfortable, but the redesigned layout of buttons makes the back and top of the camera a little cluttered. I found it difficult to change certain settings while my eye was to the viewfinder, especially while I was shooting in manual mode and attempting to adjust my aperture. Changing ISO is also
a bit cumbersome. There is no dedicated ISO button so adjustments must be made by diving into the menus on the camera. The most compelling feature of the DSLR design is its optical viewfinder, which lets you see the world directly through the camera's lens. One of the consequences of the DSLR design is that the D3500 only offers eleven
autofocus points, all clustered fairly near the middle of the frame. As you learn and grow with the camera, you might find this limiting. The autofocus system on the camera feels quite dated, even for an entry-level camera. It has a hard time keeping up in low-light situations and when your eye is to the viewfinder it can be a little difficult to tell which
point is selected. Pressing the shutter down half-way to initiate autofocus before firing a shot shows you what point is selected, but the red dot only appears for half a second, is quite faint, and occasionally will trigger a red glow from other spots in the viewfinder. Face-detection AF only works in Live View mode, where the rear screen is used to frame
up your photo, instead of the viewfinder and although it reacts quickly in sunny conditions, indoors it got laggy seemed to have trouble keeping up. There is no touch-screen functionality on the 921k LCD screen, which can be a little frustrating if you’re used to shooting mirrorless or with a phone. Another unfamiliar (but minor) annoyance could be
that the optical viewfinder only covers 95 percent of the frame. It’s pretty standard for an entry-level DSLR like this, but means it's hard to precisely judge what is and isn't in the edges of your photo. The AF does a fine job when you have a static subject, but with something fast moving you will probably have to learn to pre-focus at the point you
expect the subject to arrive at, which may require some trial-and-error. The camera's 'Guide' mode tries to help teach you the camera's functions and how to get the most out of it. The camera’s image quality is beautiful on the low end of the ISO range and just fine up to about ISO 6400. On the higher end of the range things start to deteriorate. We
didn’t love the amount of noise that we were seeing on files shot at ISO 12800. The battery life on the D3500 is amazing, though. It will effectively last for days at a time if you shoot through the optical viewfinder: longer than its predecessor or mirrorless cameras. You can’t charge over USB, which is disappointing, but during our time with the
camera we didn’t even notice a percentage drop on the battery. Although the Guide Mode can be incredibly helpful for new photographers, we didn't find the camera quite as dependable as we'd like. Unlike mirrorless cameras, which use their main sensor to assess exposure, the D3500 uses a small, dedicated metering sensor. We found the results to
be more inconsistent than we've become used to, with photos that were too bright or too dark. And, because we were looking through an optical viewfinder, we only found this out once we'd taken the shot: making it hard to preemptively apply exposure compensation to correct this. Out of camera JPEG. Nikon DX 35mm F1.8 G | ISO 100 | 1/500 sec |
F3.2Photo by: Jeanette Moses The camera lacks Wi-Fi and uses a much slower Bluetooth connection to transfer images, via Nikon’s SnapBridge app. You can transfer 2 megapixel versions from the camera to your smartphone automatically or one at a time, but it takes a while. And if you want access to the full resolution images that the camera is
capable of shooting, which you absolutely should, you are simply better off waiting to unload files onto your computer, or smart device using a memory-card reader. Because it's a DSLR, you have to flip the mirror up, block the optical viewfinder and use live-view mode to shoot video. The D3500's video capability tops out at Full HD at 1080/60p, which
seems odd considering that 4K seems to be baked into everything hitting the market, but is also likely one of the reasons that the D3500 is so accessible when it comes to price. It’s fine for short clips, but it does feel like a bit of an afterthought. This is a camera that is far more capable for handling stills photography and you would probably be better
off shooting video with your smartphone. Although the experience of shooting with the camera was just okay, the images that it produced were good quality, especially when considering the low price for the kit. Conclusion The D3500 is a capable camera available as a competitive price, and is very small for a DSLR. Ultimately the D3500 is a very
capable and affordable camera for beginners and young families. It does a fine job capturing 'candids' and other casual shots. Although the Guide Mode leaves something to be desired for seasoned shooters, it does offer a non-intimidating way to learn about some of the more technical aspects of photography. The autofocus on the camera can be a bit
limited—especially if you are dealing with tricky lighting situations or very fast moving subjects. It isn’t the most fun camera to shoot with, but the image quality is good. The 24-megapixel sensor and EXPEED 4 image processor make for high-quality frames that would look great as prints. D3500 is an affordable camera that is simple enough to not be
intimidating If you are looking to capture a lot of movies with your camera you will probably want to look elsewhere, as the D3500 is a camera that was made for primarily capturing stills. It is just fine for short clips, but there are much better options on the market for video making. We don’t love the outdated 11-point AF system, the lack of a
touchscreen or the cluttered nature of the back buttons. Having a dedicated ISO button on the back of the camera would have been a worthy addition here. Overall the D3500 is an affordable camera that is simple enough to not be intimidating, but features enough tech that a young photographer could grow into it. The D3500 probably won’t be a
'forever' camera, but it’s a solid place to start. Sample galleries: Scoring is relative only to the other cameras in the same category. Click here to learn about the changes to our scoring system and what these numbers mean. With thanks to Glazers Camera for lending us a D3500 for product photography. We are retrieving offers for your location,
please refresh the page to see the prices.
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